CHAMPIONS OF HEALTH PROMOTION
Elizabeth Cherian

• Vice-President of the Alliance for Health Promotion
• Chair of the Organising Committee of the campaign "Champions of Health Promotion"
Why this initiative?

- Showcase members and share members’, partners and network health promotion initiatives
- Share best practices
- Apply similar best practices to different contexts, where possible
- Encourage cooperation between members, partners and networks
PPE AND MASKS DISTRIBUTED TO HOSPITALS, POLICE, BANK STAFF, MUNICIPAL WORKERS
SUPPORTING CHILDREN IN SCHOOLS
Supplementary nutrition in RBV School
Solar lighting

- Solar lighting panels set up in schools, hostels and villages.
- 800 student hostels in the State of Karnataka have been lit up in the last one year.
- 15,000 students have benefitted.
- Homes of economically backward farmers have been provided the facility.
- Families with girl child are given additional benefit-Subsidy from Government.
Villages, homes being lit up by solar panels and lights
Encouraging youth to don the mantle of service leadership

Empowering youth and transforming communities.

CMR University, Bangalore
WINS
WASH IN SCHOOLS
• Announcements and more information will follow

• If you are interested pls contact us: project@alliance4healthpromotion.org